Targeted imaging of activated caspase-3 in the central nervous system by a dual functional nano-device.
The activation of caspase-3 mediated neuron death is a common process in neurodegenerative diseases. Efficient activated caspase-3 imaging in brain would be helpful to monitor the potential lesion and intervene promptly. However, the blood-brain barrier (BBB) is the major obstacle that hinders the delivery of diagnostic agents into the brain. Herein, the fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) was successfully applied to detect in vivo activated caspase-3 in apoptotic neuron with a brain-targeted nano-device, which was based on dendrigraft poly-L-lysines (DGLs) and linked with a brain-targeted peptide RVG29 as well as the caspase-3 cleavable peptide linker (DEVD). This nano-device could detect the level of caspase-3 activation in accordance with the degree of apoptosis in rat brain; meanwhile normal rat showed no fluorescence signal. The location of fluorescence signal was confirmed to accumulate more in caspase-3 activated neurons. Taken together, our nano-device would help to image activated caspase-3 in vivo and hold great promise in early diagnosis of neurodegenerative diseases.